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Engine oils           
 
PANOLIN ECOMOT

Synthetic diesel engine oil with excellent smooth-running properties (FE – Fuel Economy) for modern environment-considerate 
diesel engines up to EURO 6 classification. CO2 reductive.

PANOLIN BIOMOT LX

Fully synthetic environment-considerate low SAPS multigrade oil for the latest diesel engines.

PANOLIN BIOMOT LD

Fully synthetic readily biodegradable long-life oil for high performance diesel engines with long oil change intervals.

PANOLIN BIOMOT LE-X

Fully synthetic environment-considerate low SAPS multigrade oil for extremely heavy-duty diesel engines with long oil change 
intervals.
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Gear oils            
 
PANOLIN BIOGEAR RS

Fully synthetic and environment-considerate high performance gear oil for heavy-duty gear drives, differentials and axles of 
railway construction machinery.

PANOLIN BIOFLUID SBH

Fully synthetic environment-considerate UTTO for the combined lubrication of powershift gearboxes, axles, hydraulic and 
wet brakes, and for hydraulically driven winches with multi-plate brakes.  

PANOLIN BIOFLUID ZFH

Fully synthetic environmentally considerate UTTO lubricant for combined use in gearboxes, axles, hydraulic systems and 
retarders in agricultural and earth-moving machinery.

PANOLIN BIOFLUID LS

Fully synthetic environment-considerate lubricant for axles in agricultural, forestry and earth-moving machinery.

PANOLIN EP GEAR SYNTH

Fully synthetic readily biodegradable heavy-duty gear oil for industrial drives, roller and sleeve bearings. 

PANOLIN EP GEAR SYNTH VTD

Fully synthetic and readily biodegradable industrial oil especially developed for VOITH torque converters.

PANOLIN MARGEAR

Fully synthetic high-performance gear oil for gearboxes and drives, roller bearings and slide bearings, as per US EPA 
requirements for marine lubricants. 
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Hydraulic fluids
PANOLIN HLP SYNTH ECO

Fully synthetic, zinc-free environment-considerate hydraulic fluid based on saturated ester. 
Applications: mainly as hydraulic oil for earth-moving, forestry and industrial machinery, steelwork and hydraulic structures.

PANOLIN HLP SYNTH

Fully synthetic zinc-free readily biodegradable hydraulic fluid. Enables much longer oil change intervals «lifetime filling». 
Applications: mainly as hydraulic oil for earth-moving, forestry and industrial machinery, steelwork and hydraulic structures.

PANOLIN HLP SYNTH E SPEC

Fully synthetic, zinc-free environment-considerate hydraulic fluid on saturated ester basis using naturally regenerative resources. 
For use wherever hydraulic fluids based on naturally renewable resources are prescribed. 

PANOLIN HLP SYNTH E

Fully synthetic, zinc-free environment-considerate hydraulic fluid on saturated ester basis using naturally regenerative resources. 
For hydraulic applications where hydraulic fluids complying with the European Eco Label are prescribed.

PANOLIN POLAR SYNTH 30

Fully synthetic, zinc-free environment-considerate hydraulic fluid based on saturated ester. 
Specially for hydraulic systems at very low temperatures. Mixable with PANOLIN HLP SYNTH in any ratio.

PANOLIN ATLANTIS

Fully synthetic and environment-considerate hydraulic fluid specifically for offshore and marine applications.

PANOLIN MARHYD

Fully synthetic high-performance hydraulic fluid of the latest generation, zinc-free and readily biodegradable.
Applications: especially for hydraulic systems in port installations, on boats and ships – in particular compliant with VGP 
(Vessel General Permit) requirements.

PANOLIN ORCON SYNTH E

Fully synthetic readily biodegradable NSF-compliant hydraulic fluid based on saturated esters from naturally renewable 
resources. 
Applications: for the food, pharmaceutical and animal feed industries – and thanks to combined biodegradability and NSF 
H1 compliance: ideal for harvesters, drinking water power plants etc. 

PANOLIN HYDROFLUSH

Fully synthetic, readily biodegradable zinc-free flushing oil. 
Applications: for flushing when replacing conventional hydraulic/industrial oils with PANOLIN HLP SYNTH.



Turbine oils
PANOLIN TURWADA S 220 LL

Fully synthetic, environment-considerate turbine/governor oil on saturated ester basis using naturally regenerative resources. 
For open lubrication points on older water turbines.

PANOLIN TURWADA SYNTH

Fully synthetic readily biodegradable lubricant specially for hydroelectric machinery requirements. 
Applications: lubrication, bearing and governor oil in water turbines.

PANOLIN TURWADA SYNTH E

Fully synthetic, readily biodegradable lubricant specially for hydroelectric machinery requirements based on naturally 
regenerative resources. Applications: bearing and governor oil in water turbines.

Transformer oil           
 
PANOLIN TRAFOSYNTH 2

Fully synthetic readily biodegradable transformer oil with excellent anti-oxidation properties. Applications: in transformers, 
rectifiers and switchgears. 

Hammer drill oil 
PANOLIN ROCKDRILL 222

Environment-considerate readily biodegradable heavy-duty hammer drill oil, based on saturated esters from naturally rene-
wable resources.

Sterntube lubricants 
PANOLIN STELLA MARIS

Fully synthetic biodegradable stern tube lubricant as per US EPA requirements for marine lubricants. For superior lubrication 
and protection of metallic surfaces.

PANOLIN STELLA MARIS NRT

Like PANOLIN STELLA MARIS. Made of renewable raw materials (New Renewable ester based Technology). 
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Chain lubricants
PANOLIN CHAINLUBE B 60

Environment considerate high-performance chain lubricant based on fully synthetic base oils. Ideal for winter use thanks to 
low viscosity. Applications: chainsaws, frame saws.

PANOLIN CHAINLUBE B 80

Fully synthetic readily biodegradable high performance chainsaw oil. No resinous deposits even at high temperatures and 
with long standstill times. Applications: all seasons.

PANOLIN CHAINLUBE B 120

As CHAINLUBE B 80. Applications: mainly for summer use in forestry harvesters under tough conditions.

Lubricant for wheel flanges and turnouts, cables and chains
PANOLIN BIOTRACK E

Fully synthetic readily biodegradable lubricant for cables and other sliding parts (loss lubrication) based on renewable ester. 
Good emergency running properties even under thin-film conditions.

Forming oils, separating oils
PANOLIN FORM SILENT

Very low viscosity bitumen separating agent, ready for use, readily biodegradable. 
Applications: for all highway surfacing (also sound-insulating); as separating agent for surfacing machines and truck bodies

PANOLIN FORM C

Water-miscible readily biodegradable bitumen separating concentrate especially for spraying systems on rubber-surfaced 
roller wheels. Prevents bitumen adhesion to the roller wheels.



Oil for pneumatic power tools
PANOLIN CONTACT SYNTH 22

Fully synthetic readily biodegradable pneumatic tool oil,with an additive to improve adhesion and form a durable lubricant 
film. Binds condensate water (prevents icing) for excellent compatibilty with winter conditions. 
Applications: industrial pneumatic tools and rams, hammer drills.

Greases
PANOLIN BIOGREASE EP 2
Fully synthetic yellow coloured multipurpose grease, readily biodegradable. Excellent load-bearing capacity thanks to EP 
additives. 
Applications: for greasing points on vehicles and earth-moving machinery, water turbine guide vane bearings and screw 
pumps in sewage treatment plants, etc.

PANOLIN MARGREASE EP 0 

Readily biodegradable EP fluid grease for automatic injection systems.
Applications: rudders, stabilizers. Environment-compatibility: EPA Vessel General Permit 2013.

PANOLIN MARGREASE EP 2 

Readily biodegradable EP universal lubricating grease for exposed applications.
Applications: roller and slide bearings, conveyor and drive chains, steel ropes and cables, open gears, stabilizers.
Environment-compatibility: EPA Vessel General Permit 2013.

Spray
PANOLIN CL 60 SPRAY

Fully synthetic environment-considerate universal lubricant spray with Food Grade properties, based on strictly NSF-compatible 
ingredients. For household and garden, trade and industry.

Motorcycle engine oils
PANOLIN TOP RACE 0W-20, 10W-50

Readily biodegradable top performance four-stroke engine oil. Ester technology. Specially developed for race track use. 
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Eco-labels apply to specific products or product viscosity classes. 
For detailed information please refer to the respective technical data sheets.

TYPE APPROVED PRODUCT

Eco-Labels


